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Expressions for the average intensity of both phase-locked and non-phase-locked Airy array beams
propagating through atmospheric turbulence are derived based on the extended Huygens–Fresnel
principle. The evolution of the average intensity distribution of both phase-locked and non-phase-locked
Airy array beams during propagation in atmospheric turbulence is examined by numerical examples and
is compared with that in free space. It is found that both phase-locked and non-phase-locked Airy array
beams can have the “self-focusing” capability which is impacted by the beamlet-combination type,
turbulence strength and Airy-beamlet parameters. It is also shown that when the atmospheric
turbulence is strong enough, the differences between the propagation properties of phase-locked Airy
array beams and those of non-phase-locked ones become unobservable; this is different from the freespace propagation cases. The obtained results are helpful for understanding the propagation properties
of Airy array beams in atmospheric turbulence and hence useful for practical applications.
& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The array beams, constructed by combining multiple separate
beamlets, have attracted much attention due to their wide
applications to technical areas such as high-power laser systems
[1], free-space optical communications [2], active optical imaging
systems [3], etc. Up to now, the propagation properties of various
types of array beams, such as the linear, rectangular and radial
ones, in free space or in atmospheric turbulence have been
investigated in detail [4–8]. Meanwhile, many special beam types
with various transverse intensity proﬁles, e.g., the elliptical Gaussian, Hermite–Gaussian, circular dark hollow and ﬂat-topped
beams [5–8], were considered as the beamlets of the array beams.
Recently, several authors have addressed the propagation
properties of Airy beams in atmospheric turbulence [9–13],
showing that the Airy beams are more resilient against
turbulence-induced perturbations than the conventional Gaussian
ones. This fact implies that Airy beams have the potential for
offering some advantages if they are used in applications involving
beam propagation in atmospheric turbulence. Hence, it is interesting to develop an array beam by combining multiple Airy
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beamlets. Gu and Gbur [10] used multiple-phase-screen-based
numerical simulations to analyze the scintillations of an array
beam, consisting of four Airy beamlets, propagating in atmospheric turbulence, and illustrated that the scintillation of the
Airy array beam could approach the theoretical minimum. This
result justiﬁes that Airy beams are a good alternative to construct
an array beam propagating in atmospheric turbulence. Besides the
scintillations, the average intensity distribution of an Airy array
beam is another important quantity in practice. In recent literature, Chu [9] and Tao et al. [13] formulated the average-intensitydistribution moment radius of a single Airy beam propagating in
Kolmogorov and non-Kolmogorov turbulence, respectively, and
the expression for the average intensity of a single partially
coherent Airy beam passing through atmospheric turbulence has
been developed by Eyyuboğlu and Sermutlu [12]. It needs to be
noted that as opposed to a single Airy beam, an Airy array beam
can be constructed to have a centrosymmetric transverse intensity
pattern, which is usually a beneﬁcial property for the aforesaid
applications. To deeply understand the average-intensitydistribution evolution of Airy array beams passing through atmospheric turbulence, the theoretical formulations of their average
intensity are desirable; however, there are, to our best knowledge,
very few reports concerning this problem.
In practice, two types of beamlet combination are usually
considered. One is the phase-locked combination, and the other is
the non-phase-locked combination [4,5]. It has been shown that the
propagation properties of phase-locked array beams are different
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from those of non-phase-locked ones in free space [5]. Because a
single Airy beam shows a non-centrosymmetric transverse intensity
pattern, the radial array is the best choice among all the aforementioned array types for constructing an Airy array beam with a
centrosymmetric intensity pattern. In this paper, we ﬁrst formulate
the average intensity of both phase-locked and non-phase-locked
radial Airy array beams propagating in atmospheric turbulence, and
then examine the average-intensity-distribution evolution of these
array beams in atmospheric turbulence in sufﬁcient details.

2. Theoretical formulations
We consider that a radial Airy array beam, which consists of N
equal off-axis Airy beamlets situated uniformly on a ring with
radius r0 as shown by an example of N ¼4 in Fig. 1, propagates
along the positive z-axis in atmospheric turbulence. Each Airy
beamlet at the source plane z¼ 0 is obtained by rotating and
translating a basic Airy beam whose optical ﬁeld is written by
us(r)¼ Ai(x0/w0)exp(ax0/w0)Ai(y0/w0)exp(ay0/w0) [9], where Ai(∙)
is the Airy function, r¼(x0, y0)T denotes a position vector in the
source plane with the superscript T standing for the transposition,
a is the exponential truncation factor, and w0 represents the
transverse scale; the optical ﬁeld of the jth Airy beamlet (j¼0, 1,
…,N  1) at the source plane can be written by
U s;j ðrÞ ¼ us ðAj r þ bÞ;
T

where b¼ (tx, ty) is the translation vector,
rotation matrix Aj is given by
"
#
cos αj  sin αj
Aj ¼
sin αj
cos αj

ð1Þ
r0 ¼(tx2+ty2)1/2,

and the

ð2Þ

with αj ¼2πj/N. Airy array beams can be constructed by either
phase-locked or non-phase-locked beamlets. For the phase-locked
case, the constituent beamlets are combined coherently, i.e., the
superposition of the ﬁeld of the beamlets needs to be considered.
On the other hand, for the non-phase-locked case, the constituent
beamlets are combined incoherently, viz., the superposition of the
intensity of the beamlets should be taken into account. In what
follows we develop the expressions for the average intensity of
phase-locked and non-phase-locked radial Airy array beams propagating in atmospheric turbulence, respectively.
2.1. Phase-locked radial Airy array beams
The optical ﬁeld of a phase-locked radial Airy array beam
propagating from the source plane to the plane z ¼L in atmospheric turbulence is written by
N1

Uðp; LÞ ¼ ∑ U j ðp; LÞ;

ð3Þ

j¼0

where p is a position vector in the plane z ¼L, Uj(∙) denotes the
optical ﬁeld of the jth Airy beamlet at the plane z ¼L which can be
written in an integral form by using the extended Huygens–
Fresnel principle [14]. The average intensity of the Airy array beam
at the plane z ¼L can be expressed as

 
 N1 N1 

Iðp; LÞ ¼ Uðp; LÞU n ðp; LÞ ¼ ∑ ∑ I j;l ðp; LÞ

ð4Þ

with

 

I j;l ðp; LÞ ¼ U j ðp; LÞU nl ðp; LÞ
Z Z 1
2 Z Z 1
k
2
2
¼
d r1
d r 2 U s;j ðr1 ÞU ns;l ðr2 Þ
2
2L
4π
1
 1



ik 
ð pr1 j2 pr2 j2 Þ
exp
2L 


 exp½ψðr1 ; p; LÞ þ ψ n ðr2 ; p; LÞ ;

ð5Þ

j¼0l¼0

where the angle brackets denote the ensemble average, k ¼2π/λ
with λ being the wavelength, r1 and r2 are two position vectors in
the source plane, ψ(∙) represents the random part of the complex
phase of a spherical wave due to atmospheric turbulence, and the
asterisk means the complex conjugate. Considering the quadratic
approximation in Rytov's phase structure function, the last term of
the second step in Eq. (5) is given by [4,5]
!


jr1 r2 j2
n
exp½ψ ðr1 ; p; LÞ þ ψ ðr2 ; p; LÞ ≈exp 
;
ð6Þ
ρ20
where ρ0 ¼ (0.55Cn2k2L)  3/5 is the spatial coherence radius of a
spherical wave propagating in atmospheric turbulence with Cn2
being the refraction index structure constant which characterizes
the turbulence strength. By introducing two new integration
variables ρs ¼(r1+r2)/2 and ρd ¼r1  r2, Eq. (5) can be rewritten as
[9]
2 Z Z 1


   
k
ik
2
p⋅ρd
I j;l ðp; LÞ ¼
d ρd H j;l ρd M ρd exp
ð7Þ
2
2
L
4π L
1
with M(ρd) ¼exp( |ρd|2/ρ02), and
Z Z 1
 
ρ
ρ
ik
2
d ρs U s;j ρs þ d U ns;l ρs  d exp  ρs ⋅ρd :
H j;l ρd ¼
L
2
2
1
ð8Þ
If we view κ ¼kρd/L as the spatial frequency [9] and recalling the
standard form of the inverse Fourier transform ([15], p. 443), one
obtains (see Appendix A)



ð9Þ
I j;l ðp; LÞ ¼ F 1 H′j;l ðκÞMðLκ=kÞ ;
where F  1 denotes the inverse Fourier transform, and H′j,l(κ)¼Hj,
l(Lκ/k)/(2π). Recalling the standard form ([15], p. 443) and the
translation-stretch theorem ([16], p. 350) of the Fourier transform,
and employing the convolution theorem ([16], pp. 94, 95), one
ﬁnds (see Appendix B)
8
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where ⊗ denotes the convolution, Aj  T ¼ (Aj  1)T ¼Aj, and


w2
i
u~ s ðκÞ ¼ 0 expðaw20 κ 2x Þexp ðw30 κ 3x 3a2 w0 κx ia3 Þ
3
2π


i
expðaw20 κ 2y Þexp ðw30 κ 3y 3a2 w0 κy ia3 Þ
3
Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a radial Airy array beam constructed by four equal
off-axis beamlets.

ð10Þ

ð11Þ

is the Fourier transform of us(r) with κ¼ (κx, κy)T.
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It is difﬁcult to derive a closed-form analytical expression for
Eq. (10). However, the convolution in Eq. (10) can be evaluated
conveniently by using a fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) algorithm
based on convolution theorem. Similarly, according to Eqs. (4) and
(9), the average intensity of a phase-locked radial Airy array beam
propagating in atmospheric turbulence can also be computed by
using an FFT algorithm.
2.2. Non-phase-locked radial Airy array beams
The average intensity of a non-phase-locked radial Airy array
beam propagating from the source plane to the plane z¼L in
atmospheric turbulence is given by





Iðp; LÞ ¼ ∑ I j ðp; LÞ ;
N1



ð12Þ

j¼0



where I j ðp; LÞ represents the average intensity of the jth Airy
beamlet and can be viewed as a specialization of Eq. (7) under the
condition

 of j¼l. Similar to the above derivations, it follows that
I j ðp; LÞ ¼F  1[H′j ðκÞMðLκ=kÞ] with H′j ðκÞ being a specialization of
Eq. (10) under the condition of j¼l. Different from the phaselocked case, one can obtain a closed-form analytical expression for
H′j ðκÞ by employing the translation-stretch theorem of the Fourier
transform (see Appendix C)
H′j ðκÞ ¼ exp½ib⋅ðAj T κÞH 0 ðAj T κÞ′

ð13Þ

where
w20
1
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12
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"
#
3
L2 κ2y
ð2aiw0 κ y Þ
 2
exp
12
4k w20 ð2aiw0 κ y Þ

H 0 ðκÞ ¼

ð14Þ

is the Fourier transform of us(ρs+ρd/2)uns (ρs  ρd/2) with ρs being
viewed as the spatial-domain variable.
Analogy to the phase-locked case, the FFT algorithm can be
used to numerically evaluate the average intensity of non-phaselocked radial Airy array beams propagating in atmospheric turbulence. Note that, evaluating Eqs. (4) and (12) needs to carry out
only 4N2 and N FFT operations, respectively, and thus is much
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more efﬁcient than the multiple-phase-screen method [17] which
performs numerous FFT operations to generate the random phase
screens and to simulate many realizations of split-step beam
propagation, and obtains the average intensity by averaging all
the realizations. In addition, it should be pointed out that the
turbulence-induced effects on the average intensity of Airy array
beams have been considered in our formulations by the term
oexp[ψ(r1, p, L)+ψn(r2, p, L)]4 appearing in Eq. (5), and Eq. (6)
has been developed by taking the Kolmogorov spectrum into
account.

3. Numerical examples and analysis
In this section, we investigate the average-intensity-distribution
evolution of both phase-locked and non-phase-locked radial Airy
array beams passing through atmospheric turbulence by numerical
examples. For comparison, the corresponding results under the freespace propagation conditions are also presented as a special case of
Cn2 ¼0. The Airy-beamlet parameters used in the numerical calculations are as follows: λ¼1550 nm, w0 ¼12 mm and a¼0.1, unless
stated otherwise.
The Airy beams have been identiﬁed for their unique characteristic of the self-bending [10,11]. It is reasonable to infer that the
self-bending behavior of the Airy beamlets impacts the propagation properties of the Airy array beams. To facilitate the understanding of the turbulence-induced effects on the propagation of
these beams, it is worthwhile to ﬁrst provide some insights into
the effects of the turbulence on the self-bending behavior of a
single Airy beam. For an Airy beam deﬁned by the aforementioned
expression of us(r), it has been shown that the main lobe of the
beam moves on a parabola projected along the 451 axis in the x–y
plane as the beam propagates in either free space or atmospheric
turbulence [10,18]. Fig. 2 shows the evolution process of the
normalized average intensity along the 451 axis in the x–y plane
of a single Airy beam with the increasing propagation distance. For
convenient observation, the normalization in Fig. 2 is obtained by
scaling the average intensity at a certain propagation distance by
its highest value at that propagation distance. Hence, the normalized average intensity along the 451 axis in the x–y plane at a large
propagation distance can also be displayed clearly even though the
signiﬁcant beam spreading leads to very small average intensities.

Fig. 2. The evolution of the normalized average intensity along the 451 axis in the x–y plane of a single Airy beam during propagation in both free space and atmospheric
turbulence, where the normalization is obtained by scaling the average intensity at a certain propagation distance by its highest value at that propagation distance. (a)
Cn2 ¼0; (b) Cn2 ¼ 10  15 m  2/3; and (c) Cn2 ¼ 10  14 m  2/3.
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One can see from Fig. 2 that the average propagation paths of the
single Airy beam in both free space (Cn2 ¼0) and atmospheric
turbulence (Cn2 ¼10  15 and 10  14 m  2/3) are basically the same
parabolic trajectory at ﬁrst until the turbulence-induced effects
become strong enough to make the single Airy beam spread
signiﬁcantly relative to the free-space propagation cases while
simultaneously to smooth out its oscillatory tail and shift its peak
toward the left side. This fact manifests that atmospheric turbulence does not change the initial self-bending behavior of a single
Airy beam during propagation, but only moves its average intensity peak more toward the on-axis line.
Now we examine the evolution process of the transverse
average intensity pattern of Airy array beams propagating in both
free space (Cn2 ¼ 0) and atmospheric turbulence (Cn2 ¼10  14 m  2/
3
). The geometrical parameters of the array beams used in the
numerical calculations are: N ¼4 and tx ¼ ty ¼66 mm. Figs. 3 and 4
show the transverse average intensity patterns of phase-locked
and non-phase-locked Airy array beams at different propagation
distances, respectively.
One can observe from Fig. 3(a) (c) that for our special
numerical example, with the increasing propagation distance,
the transverse intensity pattern of the phase-locked Airy array
beam in free space, initially consisting of four nearly independent
Airy-beam sub-patterns, ﬁrst converges gradually on the center
and reaches its minimum size at the propagation distance L ¼3 km
due to the self-bending behavior of the Airy beamlets, and after
that it eventually becomes a typical non-Gaussian-like pattern
with one central lobe and many side-lobes because of the freespace diffraction and interference. This behavior manifests that the
phase-locked Airy array beams can have the capability for “selffocusing”. For purposes of description convenience, we will refer
to the minimum-size intensity pattern of the Airy array beams as
the “focusing spot”.
One can ﬁnd from Fig. 3(d)  (f) that unlike the free-space
propagation case, although the transverse average intensity pattern of the phase-locked Airy array beam in atmospheric

turbulence also ﬁrst converges gradually on the center with the
increasing propagation distance, it spreads additionally at the
“focusing spot”, meanwhile being smoothed out, relative to its
counterpart in free space and eventually becomes a Gaussian-like
pattern due to the accumulating isotropic turbulence-induced
effects.
It can be seen from Fig. 4(a)  (c) that the transverse intensity
pattern of the non-phase-locked Airy array beam in free space also
ﬁrst converges gradually on the center with an increase in the
propagation distance, but eventually becomes a Gaussian-like
pattern as the propagation distance grows larger and larger. This
fact can be explained by Fig. 2(a), i.e., the transverse intensity
distribution of a single Airy beam in free space broadens greatly
and gradually becomes Gaussian-like as the propagation distance
increases to be longer and longer. Furthermore, the “focusing spot”
size of the non-phase-locked Airy array beam is larger than that of
the phase-locked one in free space; this demonstrates that in the
free-space propagation case, the “self-focusing” capability of the
phase-locked Airy array beam is better than that of the non-phaselocked one.
Comparing Fig. 4(d)  (f) with Fig. 3(d)  (f), one can see that the
phase-locked and non-phase-locked Airy array beams have the
similar transverse average intensity patterns in atmospheric turbulence with the speciﬁed Cn2 of 10  14 m  2/3. Physically, this
phenomenon is due to the reason that in the phase-locked case,
the coherence of the individual Airy beamlets is seriously
destroyed as they propagate in atmospheric turbulence, thus
almost resulting in the same incoherent beamlet combination as
the non-phase-locked case. Furthermore, examination of Fig. 4
(a) (f) reveals that for the propagation of a non-phase-locked
Airy array beam, atmospheric turbulence can accelerate the conversion of the transverse average intensity pattern from the nonGaussian-like to Gaussian-like; this can be explained by Fig. 2
(c) where atmospheric turbulence causes additional beam spreading relative to the free-space propagation case, meanwhile
smoothing out the side-lobes of the Airy beam.

Fig. 3. Transverse average intensity patterns of phase-locked Airy array beams propagating in both free space and atmospheric turbulence, where N ¼4 and tx ¼ty ¼66 mm.
(a) L ¼ 1 km, Cn2 ¼ 0; (b) L ¼3 km, Cn2 ¼ 0; (c) L ¼ 8 km, Cn2 ¼0; (d) L ¼ 1 km, Cn2 ¼10  14 m  2/3; (e) L ¼ 3 km, Cn2 ¼ 10  14 m  2/3; and (f) L ¼8 km, Cn2 ¼ 10  14 m  2/3.
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Fig. 4. Transverse average intensity patterns of non-phase-locked Airy array beams propagating in both free space and atmospheric turbulence, where N ¼4 and
tx ¼ ty ¼ 66 mm. (a) L ¼1 km, Cn2 ¼ 0; (b) L ¼3 km, Cn2 ¼ 0; (c) L ¼ 8 km, Cn2 ¼ 0; (d) L ¼ 1 km, Cn2 ¼10  14 kmm  2/3; (e) L ¼3 km, Cn2 ¼ 10  14 kmm  2/3; and (f) L ¼ 8 km,
Cn2 ¼10  14 m  2/3.

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate the longitudinal cross-section average
intensity distributions of phase-locked and non-phase-locked Airy
array beams with varying Airy-beamlet parameters, respectively.
According to Figs. 5 and 6, one can analyze the effects of the Airybeamlet parameters on the average intensity distribution of Airy
array beams propagating in both free space and atmospheric
turbulence. Notice that, the intensities in Figs. 5 and 6 are
normalized by their initial peak intensities, i.e., their peak intensities at the propagation distance L ¼0.
It can be seen from Figs. 5 and 6 that although the average
intensity proﬁles along the 451 axis in the x–y plane of both phaselocked and non-phase-locked Airy array beams in a limited
propagation range immediately after the “focusing spot” are
typically non-Gaussian-like with Cn2 ¼0, they look more like the
Gaussian proﬁles as atmospheric turbulence becomes stronger. It
can also be found from Figs. 5 and 6 that in both the phase-locked
and non-phase-locked cases, a decrease in the value of w0 leads to
a reduction in the “focusing distance” and an increase in the
spreading of the Airy array beam, resulting in the considerable
drop in the average intensities in the far-ﬁeld, and with the same
w0, a smaller a leads to a higher average peak intensity at the
“focusing spot”. It is interesting that for our special numerical
examples with w0 ¼12 mm, a ¼0.05 and Cn2 ¼0, the peak intensity
of both phase-locked and non-phase-locked Airy array beams at
the “focusing spot” is much higher than that at the source plane;
however, in the case of w0 ¼12 mm, a ¼0.1 and Cn2 ¼ 0, only the
phase-locked Airy array beam has a “focusing spot” whose peak
intensity is higher than that at the source plane. As a result, the
Airy-beamlet parameters and beamlet-combination type should
be properly chosen if a high-peak-intensity spot is needed at a
certain propagation distance. Note that when Cn2 ¼10  15 or
10  14 m  2/3, the average peak intensity of both phase-locked
and non-phase-locked Airy array beams at the “focusing spot”

becomes smaller than that at the source plane due to the
turbulence-induced beam spreading. One can also see that the
phase-locked Airy array beams have a higher average peak
intensity at the “focusing spot” than the non-phase-locked ones
in the cases of both Cn2 ¼0 and 10  15 m  2/3. On the other hand,
the unobservable differences between Fig. 5(g)  (i) and Fig. 6(g) 
(i) with Cn2 ¼10  14 m  2/3 validate once again that the propagation
properties of phase-locked and non-phase-locked Airy array
beams are the same when the accumulating turbulence-induced
effects become strong enough to seriously destroy the coherence
of the individual Airy beamlets.

4. Conclusions
In this paper, novel expressions for the average intensity of
both phase-locked and non-phase-locked Airy array beams propagating in atmospheric turbulence have been developed based on
the extended Huygens–Fresnel principle. According to the
obtained expressions, average intensity distribution of Airy array
beams in atmospheric turbulence can be determined by FFT-based
numerical calculations. The computation time of our expressions is
dramatically reduced compared with that of the multiple-phasescreen method.
Based on the obtained expressions, the evolution of the
transverse average intensity patterns of both phase-locked and
non-phase-locked Airy array beams during propagation in either
free space or atmospheric turbulence has been examined by
numerical examples. It has been found that both phase-locked
and non-phase-locked Airy array beams can have the “self-focusing” capability; in free space or relatively weak atmospheric
turbulence (Cn2 ¼10  15 m  2/3 for our special numerical examples),
the “self-focusing” capability of phase-locked Airy array beams is
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Fig. 5. Longitudinal cross-section average intensity distributions of phase-locked Airy array beams with varying Airy-beamlet parameters, where N ¼ 4, tx ¼ ty ¼ 66 mm. (a)
Cn2 ¼0, w0 ¼12 mm, a ¼0.1; (b) Cn2 ¼ 0, w0 ¼6 mm, a¼ 0.1; (c) Cn2 ¼ 0, w0 ¼ 12 mm, a¼ 0.05; (d) Cn2 ¼10  15 m  2/3, w0 ¼ 12 mm, a ¼0.1; (e) Cn2 ¼10  15 m  2/3, w0 ¼6 mm,
a¼ 0.1; (f) Cn2 ¼ 10  15 m  2/3, w0 ¼ 12 mm, a ¼0.05; (g) Cn2 ¼10  14 m  2/3, w0 ¼ 12 mm, a ¼0.1; (h) Cn2 ¼ 10  14 m  2/3, w0 ¼ 6 mm, a¼ 0.1; and (i) Cn2 ¼ 10  14 m  2/3,
w0 ¼ 12 mm, a¼ 0.05.
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Fig. 6. Longitudinal cross-section average intensity distributions of non-phase-locked Airy array beams with varying Airy-beamlet parameters, where N ¼ 4, tx ¼ ty ¼66 mm.
(a) Cn2 ¼0, w0 ¼ 12 mm, a ¼0.1; (b) Cn2 ¼ 0, w0 ¼ 6 mm, a¼ 0.1; (c) Cn2 ¼0, w0 ¼ 12 mm, a ¼0.05; (d) Cn2 ¼10  15 m  2/3, w0 ¼12 mm, a¼ 0.1; (e) Cn2 ¼10  15 m  2/3, w0 ¼ 6 mm,
a¼ 0.1; (f) Cn2 ¼ 10  15 m  2/3, w0 ¼ 12 mm, a ¼0.05; (g) Cn2 ¼10  14 m  2/3, w0 ¼ 12 mm, a ¼0.1; (h) Cn2 ¼ 10  14 m  2/3, w0 ¼ 6 mm, a¼ 0.1; and (i) Cn2 ¼ 10  14 m  2/3,
w0 ¼ 12 mm, a¼ 0.05.
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better than that of non-phase-locked ones. The transverse intensity pattern of the phase-locked Airy array beams in free space
eventually becomes typically non-Gaussian-like as the propagation distance grows larger and larger; nevertheless, the nonphase-locked Airy array beams in free space eventually develop
into the Gaussian-like beams. Although the propagation properties
of phase-locked Airy array beams in free space are remarkably
different from those of non-phase-locked ones, the distinction in
the propagation properties between these two cases in relatively
strong atmospheric turbulence (Cn2 ¼10  14 m  2/3 for our special
numerical examples) is unobservable due to the reason that
atmospheric turbulence can seriously destroy the coherence of
the individual Airy beamlets. Furthermore, a smaller transverse
scale w0 of Airy beamlets leads to a shorter “self-focusing”
distance and a lower average peak intensity at the “focusing spot”
of Airy array beams; a smaller exponential truncation factor a of
Airy beamlets results in a higher average peak intensity at the
“focusing spot” of Airy array beams; atmospheric turbulence
causes additional spreading at the “focusing spot” of Airy array
beams and hence reduces its average peak intensity.
Our results are useful in the applications using Airy array
beams propagating through atmospheric turbulence.

is the reﬂection of the conjugate of the transform. According to the
translation-stretch theorem of the Fourier transform, F[Us,j(ρs+ρd/2)]
and F[U ns;l (ρs  ρd/2)] can be obtained by rotating and translating F
[us(ρs+ρd/2)] and F[uns (ρs  ρd/2)], respectively; hence the expression
of Eq. (10) can be obtained. It should be pointed out that the two
rotation angles are different if j≠l.

Appendix C
In the special case of j¼l, Eq. (B.1) can be rewritten as
Z Z 1


1
ρ
ρ
2
d ρs U s;j ρs þ d U ns;j ρs  d exp iρs ⋅κ :
H′j ðκÞ ¼
2π
2
2
1

ðC:1Þ
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Based on the deﬁnition of the convolution ([16], p. 93),
rewriting Eq. (C.2) in the form of a convolution integral, and
making use of the identity [19]
pﬃﬃﬃ
Z 1

π
q2
; ðRe p2 g 4 0Þ;
expðp2 x2 7 qxÞdx ¼ exp
ðC:3Þ
2
p
4p
1

Viewing κ¼ kρd/L as the spatial frequency, Eq. (7) can be
rewritten as


Z Z 1




1
2 H j;l κL=k
M κL=k expðip⋅κÞ:
ðA:1Þ
I j;l ðp; LÞ ¼
d κ
2π
2π
1

similar to the derivations in Refs. [20,21], one can evaluate the
convolution integral and ﬁnd the result given by Eq. (14). Indeed,
the term in the square root of Eq. (7) in Ref. [9] contains a typo, i.e.,
the plus should be written as a minus, which can be easily veriﬁed
by comparing the free-space intensity of a single Airy beam
obtained by numerical methods computing H0(κ) according to
Eq. (7) in Ref. [9] (letting Cn2 ¼0) with that calculated by the
analytical formula ([22], Eq. (9)).

With the standard form of the inverse Fourier transform in mind,
Eq. (A.1) can be expressed in the form of Eq. (9).
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Z Z 1


1
ρ
ρ
2
d ρs U s;j ρs þ d U ns;l ρs  d exp iρs ⋅κ :
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2π
2
2
1
ðB:1Þ
Recalling the standard form of the Fourier transform, Eq. (B.1) can
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ρ
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2
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h
ρ i h
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2
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Notice that, the Airy beamlets Us,j(∙) and Us,l(∙) are obtained by
rotating and translating a basic Airy beam us(∙). It is easy to prove
that F[us(ρs+ρd/2)] ¼ u~ s (κ)exp(iκ⋅ρd/2)¼ u~ s (κ)exp[iLκ2/(2k)] with
κ ¼|κ| and u~ s (∙) being the Fourier transform of us(∙). Similarly,
one ﬁnds that F[uns (ρs  ρd/2)] ¼ u~ ns (  κ)exp[  iLκ2/(2k)] by noting
that the Fourier transform of the complex conjugate of a function
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